This paper describes an algorithm based on accessibility-driven partitioning approach to automate the design of sacrificial multi-piece molds. Sacrificial multi-piece molds are used for producing geometrically complex gelcast ceramic parts. The algorithm presented in this paper analyzes the accessibility of the gross mold shape and partitions it using accessibility information. Each partitioning step improves accessibility of decomposed mold pieces. By performing successive decomposition, this algorithm finally produces a set of mold components that are accessible and therefore can be manufactured using milling and drilling operations. Using the algorithm presented in this paper, mold design steps can be significantly automated for making geometrically complex parts and facilitating the creation of physical part from the CAD model in a matter of hours.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-piece molds refer to molds having more than one parting surface and hence more than two components. These molds can produce complex parts that cannot be made using two-piece molds. They enable the use of molding for making parts that were previously manufactured using other processes. Since they have more than one parting surface, they can be decomposed along different directions and thus can be used to make geometrically complex parts.
Sacrificial molds refer to molds that can be destroyed after the part has been produced. They are generally made of low melting point materials such as wax or ABS and are typically destroyed by heating the mold-part assembly. Moreover, the wax molds can be easily machined making them very easy to manufacture at high production rates. Therefore, sacrificial molds can be used to circumvent the disassembly problems that arise in permanent mold casting.
Sacrificial multi-piece molds find use in a number of manufacturing domains. Examples include manufacture of polymer parts and gelcasting of ceramic parts. Polymer parts made up of materials such as polyurethanes solidify at room temperatures due to chemical curing. Since the quality of the parts is not dependent on the material properties of the mold (e.g., porosity of mold), sacrificial molds made of wax or ABS provide an alternative to traditional permanent molds for making polyurethane parts in small batches. Gelcasting is emerging as a popular method for making high performance ceramic parts for a wide variety of aerospace, automotive, and industrial applications [Jama96] . Low pouring temperatures in gelcasting enable use of sacrificial molds. Furthermore, in gelcasting sacrificial molds containing green parts can be directly put into sintering ovens. The sintering process melts the sacrificial molds and sinters the green part, and therefore eliminates problems that result from handling green ceramic parts.
Unlike permanent molds where disassembly considerations drive the mold decomposition, in case of sacrificial molds primary considerations that drive the mold decomposition are manufacturability of individual mold components. We currently use 3-axis CNC machining for making mold components. CNC machining provides very good surface finish on the mold components without requiring any post-processing. Unfortunately both for ABS and wax, electro-discharge machining does not work due to poor conductivity of these materials. Therefore, we use milling and drilling processes for making mold components. In order to be machinable, the boundary of mold components needs to be accessible to cutting tool. Therefore, accessibility drives the mold decomposition process in design of sacrificial molds. This paper describes an algorithm based on accessibility-driven partitioning approach to automate the design of sacrificial multi-piece molds. We first construct gross shape of the mold by subtracting the part model from the mold enclosure and analyze its accessibility. Initially, the entire cavity inside the gross shape of mold is inaccessible and therefore cannot be machined. The gross mold shape is partitioned using accessibility information. Each partitioning improves accessibility and we eventually produce a set of mold components that are accessible and therefore can be produced using milling operations.
Our approach has the following advantages. First, by using multi-piece molds we can create geometrically complex objects that are impossible to create using traditional two-piece molds. Second, we make use of sacrificial molds. Therefore, using multi-piece sacrificial molds, we can create parts that pose disassembly problems for permanent molds. Third, mold design steps are significantly automated in our methodology. Therefore, we can create the part from the CAD model of the part in a matter of hours and so our approach can be used in small batch manufacturing environments.
We believe that our research will be useful in small batch production of geometrically complex gelcast ceramic parts. Once the CNC code has been generated for machining individual mold components, cost of machining wax molds is relatively small due to low cost of wax stock and very high feed rates used in machining of wax stocks. Therefore, sacrificial molds produced by CNC machining are an attractive alternative to permanent molds and sacrificial molds produced by layered manufacturing techniques.
RELATED WORK
Most of the work in the literature in automated mold design address two-piece molds. In this paper we refer to twopiece molds as molds that have only one primary parting surface, which have two major pieces and may have a number of side cores. Approaches to two-piece mold design usually concentrate on aspects of mold design individually. From geometric point-of-view, we review approaches addressing two major issues, namely, determination of parting direction, and determination of parting line.
In determining parting direction, most works consider demoldability as the primary factor in the determination. An optimal parting direction for two-piece molding is usually the one that causes minimal number of undercuts such that minimal cores will be needed in the mold assembly for demolding purposes. There are primarily two types of approaches to determining parting direction: approaches based on visibility map [Chen93, Wein96] , and approaches based on feature recognition [Hui92, Hui97, Urab97, Gu99, Fu99, Lu00, Yin01]. In both types of approaches, the parting directions are chosen from directions in global accessibility cones of potential mold components.
Research progress has also been reported in the area of on the determination of parting lines. Ravi and Srinivasan [Ravi90] presented sectioning and silhouette methods for parting line generation. Wong et al. [Wong96] presented a slicing strategy for generating the parting line. Through a recursive uneven slicing method, several parting surfaces are generated for further evaluation. Weinsten and Manoochehri [Wein96, Wein97] formulated the parting line determination problem as an optimization problem. Their objective function is defined as a function of the flatness of the parting line, draw depth, number of side cores required to form the undercuts, machining complexity, and etc. Majhi et. al [Majh99] presented an algorithm for computing an undercut-free parting line that is as flat as possible for a convex polyhedral object.
The above-described approaches provide valuable insight into the mold design process and identify several factors that contribute to quality of molded parts. However, the primary concern that forces partitioning in these approaches is demoldability, while the manufacturability of the molds themselves is not considered. Therefore, these approaches are not directly applicable to general sacrificial mold design problem.
In this paper we refer to multi-piece molds as molds that have more than one primary parting surface and therefore have more than two major components. Krishnan [Kris97] describes automated two-piece and multi-piece mold design for injection molding. The part is constructed by stacking 2.5D primitives called C-entities along the Z direction through either a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) or Destructive Solid Geometry (DSG) operation. The accessibility attribute is used to determine whether a two-piece mold can be used. If a two-piece mold cannot be used to make the injection mold part, it is checked whether a multi-piece mold can be used or not. A multi-piece mold is defined as one that has two or more pieces, and the direction of separation of the mold components is orthogonal to the Z direction (i.e. the direction in which the part was created). The mold separation is restricted to the X and Y directions. This approach has the following limitations. Since the primitives considered are only 2.5D solids that are stacked along the Z direction, the complexity of the part is limited in this approach. The onedimensional stacking of 2.5D primitives also enables a simple accessibility analysis, which is not applicable to fully three-dimensional parts. Since the parting surface directions are constrained to be along either the X axis direction or the Y axis direction in this approach, it is not applicable to accessibility-driven spatial partitioning which is expected to result in three-dimensional decomposition.
Chen and Rosen [Chen01a, Chen01b] presented a region-based approach to automated design of multi-piece molds. In this approach, demoldability is the primary driver of mold partitioning. Given a part to be molded, "combined regions" are first generated, which is the same concept known as "pockets" [Chen93] . Combined regions can be further split into concave regions. A concave region is a combined region with no internal convex edges. Thus the entire part surface has been divided into convex faces and concave regions. These convex faces and concave regions can be combined into regions corresponding to mold pieces. The regions and faces are then combined if a common feasible parting direction still exists after combination and a number of heuristic rules based on mold design knowledge are satisfied. In evaluating the existence of a common parting direction, an optimization approach is adopted, which is claimed to be much faster than spherical algorithms [Woo94] that calculate intersections of visibility maps. This approach allows three-dimensional decomposition of mold. However, since the driver of decomposition is demoldability, the manufacturability of each mold component is not addressed.
In our previous paper [Dhal01] we presented a feature-based approach to solving the problem of automated design of multi-piece sacrificial molds. For those parts whose geometry can be represented by our feature-based representation, this approach provides a 3D spatial partitioning scheme to computationally efficiently solve the mold design problem.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

Definitions
1) Accessibility:
A point belonging to a geometric entity is accessible in a given direction if a ray of semi-infinite length can be drawn from it in the given direction without intersection with interior of the geometric entity. A face is accessible in a given direction if all points in the interior of the face are ray-accessible in the given direction. Global accessibility cone of a point represents the set of unit vectors along which the point is accessible. Global accessibility cone of a face represents the set of unit vectors along which the face is rayaccessible.
2) Separation of entities by a plane: Given a pair of geometric entities A and B, and an infinite plane P, we say A and B are separated by P if, all points of A are either on the plane P or in one half space formed by P, while all points of B are either on the plane P or in the other half space formed by P, and at least one point of A or B is not on the plane P.
3) Target inaccessible facet: A target inaccessible facet (a planer face which has only three edges as its boundary) on the boundary of a geometric object is an inaccessible facet that needs to be made accessible through decomposition of the object along an infinite partitioning plane. A target inaccessible facet is also referred as a target facet in the remainder of this paper.
4) Blocking facet set:
For a target inaccessible facet f, a blocking facet set B of it is a set of facets such that f will become completely accessible if decomposition along an infinite plane will separate f from all elements of set B.
A blocking facet set of f is also referred as a blocking set of f in the remainder of this paper.
5) Feasible partitioning plane:
We say a plane P is a feasible partitioning plane of a target inaccessible facet if a partitioning along this plane will make the target facet completely accessible.
6) Near-miss partitioning plane: We say a plane P is a near-miss partitioning plane for a target facet f if it is not a feasible partitioning plane, but there is likely to exist a feasible partitioning plane in the vicinity of plane P.
7)
Candidate partitioning plane set: The candidate partitioning plane set of a gross mold shape is a set of candidate partitioning planes that have the following property: for every pair of planes P 1 and P 2 in the candidate partitioning plane set, the set of target facets for which the accessibility problem is solved by P 1 is not a subset of the set of target facets for which the accessibility problem is solved by P 2 .
Problem Formulation
The input to the mold design problem is:
1) A facet-based boundary representation of the gross mold shape M of a desired object O. (The gross mold shape M can be formed by subtracting O from the mold enclosure.)
2) Index of faces F np on M that cannot be partitioned. (Quite often in manufacturing applications, the continuity of certain faces on objects is important from functionality point-of-view and therefore their corresponding faces on the molds cannot be partitioned.)
If at least one facet on the boundary M is inaccessible, the accessibility-driven partitioning algorithm will be used to decompose M into a set A = {c 1 , c 2 , …, c N } of components, each represented by its boundary representation, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1) Each c i ∈A is a connected point set;
2) M = ; Currently we impose the following restrictions on the accessibility-driven spatial partitioning problem:
1) The gross mold shape is partitioned only along infinite planes.
2) Partitioning will be performed in a sequence and associated with a particular intermediate solid model in the sequence.
When alternative decompositions are possible, the algorithm will need to select a decomposition that minimizes the manufacturing cost associated with the decomposition. In this paper this objective is modeled as the minimum number of partitioning planes.
In addition, assembly features are added to eliminate undesired relative degrees of freedom among the components and facilitate the easy assembly of them to realize the desired gross shape of the mold M.
Overview of Approach
Our approach to solving accessibility-based decomposition problem includes the following steps.
1) Generate Accessibility Matrix:
The first step is to generate accessibility matrix for M. We use an accessibility matrix to represent global accessibility cones. In this scheme, the boundary of the unit sphere is partitioned into a finite number of spherical triangles, each representing a set of directions. Ideally, the spherical triangles have been generated in such a manner that every facet has a uniform status of accessibility along the directions in each spherical triangle. Accessibility matrix is defined in the following manner. Rows of this matrix represent spherical triangles. Columns of this matrix represent various facets. Various entries in the matrix describe whether a facet is accessible from a spherical triangle or not. In addition, if i th spherical triangle resides within the visibility map of j th facet, entry that corresponds to i th row and j th column is filled with the index of the facet(s) which is blocking j th facet from the directions represented by i th spherical triangle. Details on how to compute accessibility matrix are described in [Dahl00].
2) Preprocessing accessibility information: In this step, we extract the blocking relationships among facets from the accessibility matrix generated through accessibility analysis. The facet-wise accessibility matrix generated by our accessibility analysis approach described in the previous paper needs to be rearranged so as to facilitate the efficient accessibility-based partitioning. Primarily, the information we need to extract through rearranging is the direct representation of the blocking relationships among various facets.
3) Generating initial candidate partitioning planes: In this step, we discretize the solution space and generate a finite number of initial candidate planes for partitioning the gross mold shape. Section 4 describes our approach for solving this problem.
4) Evaluating initial candidate partitioning planes:
In this step, we evaluate the initial set of candidate partitioning planes to find out their quality (how partitions along these planes will improve the accessibility of various facets on the boundary of the gross mold shape, and the accessibility of how many facets will be improved). Section 5 describes this step in detail.
5) Analytical approach to locate additional partitioning planes in the vicinity of initial candidate planes:
In this step, we improve the candidate-partitioning plane set by finding better partitioning planes in the vicinity of initial candidate planes. A plane P* in the vicinity of an initial candidate partitioning plane P is a better candidate partitioning plane than P if the cardinality of u, the set of target facets that will become accessible due to the partitioning along P, is less than the cardinality of u*, the set of target facets that will become accessible due to the partitioning along P*. If u* is a superset of u, then the candidate partitioning plane set is updated and improved by replacing P with P*. Otherwise, P* is inserted into the candidate partitioning plane set. Section 6 describes this step in detail.
6) State-space search to identify near-optimal partitioning plane set: In this step, from the candidate-partitioning plane set we select a set of partitioning planes that alleviate the accessibility problem for the gross mold shape. We use an algorithm based on set-covering technique to minimize the number of partitioning planes in the set and get a partitioning solution. Section 7 describes this step in detail.
7) Generation of partitioning sequence:
In this step, we enumerate all possible sequence from the final partitioning plane set obtained by
Step 6, and evaluate each sequence based on the number of components it will yield (components that have already become accessible need not be further partitioned). The sequence that results in the minimum number of components is selected. Because the cardinality of the final partitioning plane set is usually not a very large number, possible combinations involved in this enumerative approach are still tractable.
8) Addition of Assembly features:
In this step, following the partitioning sequence a cut tree is generated in a topdown manner. In general, each cut is associated with a non-leaf node in the tree, and each pair of resulted intermediate components is associated with a pair of sibling nodes with the cut node as their parent. After determining the cut tree, the algorithm locates a set of candidate contact patches to add assembly features such that the assembly would have the minimum possible number of unconstrained translation directions, i.e., additional assembly features will not help to reduce the number of unconstrained translation directions. The number of assembly features at each candidate contact patch is also determined to eliminate relative rotational degree of freedom among components. After determining the distribution of the features, in the next step assembly features are created on the contact patches. More details on this step can be found in [Huan02] .
Due to computational efficiency reasons, Step 4 and Step 5 are implemented as inner steps within the loop of generating initial candidate partitioning planes. Each initial partitioning plane is evaluated immediately after it has been generated in Step 3, and an additional plane in its vicinity is explored if necessary. If the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by a newly generated partitioning plane P 2 (as a consequence of either Step 3 or
Step 5) is a subset of the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by another partitioning plane P 1 which is already in the candidate partitioning plane set C, then plane P 2 does not need to be added into set C. On the other hand, if the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by a newly generated partitioning plane P 2 is a superset of the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by another partitioning plane P 1 which is already in set C, then plane P 1 needs to be replaced by P 2 in set C. This removes the redundant partitioning planes in the run time of initial plane generation in Step 3, and thereby reduces the state space that needs to be explored in Step 6.
GENERATING INITIAL CANDIDATE PARTITIONING PLANES
The initial candidate partitioning plane set includes two types of planes: (1) the planes of the natural planar faces on the original gross mold shape M before facetization; (2) planes that are generated by sampling over the 3-D space. Because partitioning along natural faces usually yields better appearance of the final product, the planes of the natural faces are considered candidate-partitioning planes by default.
The following three concerns are involved in designing the sampling scheme:
1) In order to make the sampling more efficient, this scheme should only generate planes in a reasonably smaller target sampling region in the vicinity of the gross mold shape M as opposed to sampling over the entire 3-D space. This tends to avoid generating planes that have an empty intersection with the gross mold shape M and therefore are invalid partitioning planes.
2) This scheme should avoid generating duplicate planes.
3) This scheme should attempt to generate planes that are uniformly distributed to avoid bias towards any particular region on the gross mold shape M. Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the sampling scheme. Arrays of parallel candidate partitioning planes are generated along various normal vectors n defined by angles α and β,. The resolution of this sampling can be controlled by varying the values of α, β, and r in certain steps. More details on the sampling scheme can be found in [Huan02] .
EVALUATING INITIAL CANDIDATE PARTITIONING PLANES
The evaluation of candidate partitioning planes is conducted based on the classification of various facets with respect to these planes. If the generated plane intersects any face in F np, then the plane is considered invalid and rejected. Each candidate partitioning plane is further evaluated by the number of target facets for which it is a feasible partitioning plane, and the number of target facets for which it is a near-miss partitioning plane. Section 5.1 describes the classification of points and facets with respect to one single infinite plane. Section 5.2 describes the method of identifying feasible or near-miss partitioning planes based on the classification and evaluating the candidate planes.
Classification of Points and Facets with Respect to an Infinite Plane
This section describes the classification of points with respect to an infinite plane. As shown in the next section, the classification of facets is derived from the classification of points on them.
Given Based on the classification of points, given an infinite plane P with equation Lx + My + Nz = D, and a positive value ε, a facet f can be classified into four categories of states with respect to plane P: above, in, beneath, and crossing. Consider all points on a crossing facet f, let those points that are above plane P form set A, and those that are beneath plane P form set B. We define the following two special cases of crossing: facet f is nearly above the plane P with tolerance ε, if the maximum distance between P and a point in set B is less than ε; facet f is nearly beneath the plane P with tolerance ε, if the maximum distance between P and a point in set A is less than ε.
The following are the rules for classifying facets with respect to an infinite plane.
1) A facet is above the plane if all its vertices are above the plane or in the plane, and at least one of them is above the plane.
2) A facet is beneath the plane if all its vertices are beneath the plane or in the plane, and at least one of them is beneath the plane.
3) A facet is in the plane if all its vertices are in the plane.
4) A facet is nearly above the plane with tolerance ε, if it has vertices both above and beneath the plane, and the maximum distance between the plane and the vertex beneath the plane is less than ε.
5) A facet is nearly beneath the plane with tolerance ε, if it has vertices both above and beneath the plane, and the maximum distance between the plane and the vertex above the plane is less than ε. 
Identifying Feasible and Near-Miss Partitioning Planes
Given a candidate infinite partitioning plane P, Algorithm EVALUATE-PLANE checks if it is a feasible partitioning plane for each facet. If it is not a feasible partitioning plane, the algorithm continues to check if it is a near-miss plane for the facet. After evaluation, for each candidate-partitioning plane, the algorithm records all facets for which it is a feasible partitioning plane, and all facets for which it is a near-miss partitioning plane. Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 describe how to identify feasible partitioning planes and near-miss partitioning planes respectively.
Algorithm EVALUATE-PLANE (P)
• For each target facet f, do the following:
1) Call Algorithm FEASIBLE-PARTITION-FACET (P, f), checking if P is a feasible partitioning plane of the facet f.
2) If P is identified to be a feasible partitioning plane of the facet f, then add this facet into the set of facets to which this candidate plane is a feasible partitioning plane.
3) If P is not identified to be a feasible partitioning plane of the facet f, call Algorithm NEARMISS-PARTITION-FACET (P, f, ε), checking if the candidate plane is a near-miss partitioning plane of the facet f, where ε is the tolerance value. The tolerance value is set equal to the distance between P and another initial candidate partitioning plane parallel and next to it. If identified, then add this facet into the set of facets to which this candidate plane is a near-miss partitioning plane.
Identifying Feasible Partitioning Planes
Given a target facet f and its blocking sets, Algorithm FEASIBLE-PARTITION-FACET identifies feasible partitioning planes of the facet as per the following cases.
1) A plane P is a feasible partitioning plane of target facet f, if it separates the target facet from all elements of at least one of its blocking sets. This directly follows from the definitions of blocking set and feasible partitioning plane.
2) A plane P is also a feasible partitioning plane of target facet f when facet f is crossing plane P, if plane P separates at least one pair of blocking sets BB 1 and B 2 B of target facet f. This can be proved as follows. In this case, plane P cuts target facet f into two smaller facets f 1 and f 2 . Without the loss of generality, we suppose f 1 is above plane P, f 2 is beneath plane P, all elements of BB 1 are above or in plane P, and all elements of B 2 B are beneath or in plane P. This results in that plane P separates f 1 from all elements of BB 2 and separates f 2 from all elements of B 1 B .
Because BB 1 and B 2 B are two blocking sets of entire facet f, each of them is a superset of both a blocking set of f 1 and a blocking set of f 2 . Therefore, plane P separates f 1 from all elements of a blocking set of f 1 , and separates f 2 from all elements of a blocking set of f 2 . By the definition of a blocking set, we know that a partitioning along plane P makes both f 1 and f 2 completely accessible, and thereby makes entire facet f completely accessible. Therefore, plane P is a feasible partitioning plane of target facet f.
For all other cases, plane P is not identified as a feasible partitioning plane of facet f.
Identifying Near-Miss Partitioning Planes
Given a target facet f, and a tolerance value ε, Algorithm NEARMISS-PARTITION-FACET identifies near-miss partitioning planes as per the cases checked with "X" in Table 1 . The tolerance value ε is set equal to the distance between P and another initial candidate partitioning plane parallel and next to it. For a near-miss partitioning plane to be identified, a target facet f may take five states (above the plane, beneath the plane, nearly above the plane, nearly beneath the plane, and in the plane) with respect to the partitioning plane, while the blocking sets of target facet f may take four states (1, 2, 3, 4) as described below:
1) There exists a blocking set such that all its elements are above or in the plane P.
2) There exists a blocking set such that all its elements are beneath or in the plane P. 3) No blocking set satisfies above condition 1, but there exists a blocking set that has the following property: some of its elements are nearly above plane P with tolerance ε, all other elements of it are above or in plane P.
4)
No blocking set satisfies above condition 2, but there exists a blocking set that has the following property: some of its elements are nearly beneath plane P with tolerance ε, all other elements of it are beneath or in plane P.
LOCATING ADDITIONAL CANDIDATE PARTITIONING PLANES IN THE VICINITY OF PROMISING INITIAL PLANES
Due to the discrete nature of the approach for generating initial set of planes, the method described in Section 5 may not generate potential feasible partitioning planes that ultimately lead to good solutions. This section will show how initial planes with large number of near-miss solutions (also referred as promising planes) may serve as clues for an analytical approach to find those potential extra feasible planes. Figure 2 graphically shows a promising near-miss plane P and an extra feasible plane P* in the vicinity of P, where f i represents a target facet and BB i represents one of its blocking sets. (Section 6.1 describes this in detail). P* will be added into the candidate partitioning plane set. P will be deleted from the candidate partitioning plane set if the set of target facets whose accessibility problems are alleviated by P is a subset of the set of target facets whose accessibility problems are alleviated by P*.
Identifying Additional Partitioning Planes
Suppose plane P is a near-miss partitioning plane of a target facet f. By definition we know f and its blocking sets satisfy a condition in Table 1 , where either facet f or some facets in one of its blocking sets are nearly above or nearly beneath the plane P. In this paper this vicinity of a plane P refers to such a solution space that has the following property: if a feasible partitioning plane P* of target facet f is found in the vicinity of P, then those facets that are nearly above P will be above P* and those facets that are nearly beneath P will be beneath P*. Hence, we see that a near-miss partitioning plane gives us a hint to classify the associated facets with respect to the potential feasible partitioning plane P*. However, if P is a near-miss partitioning plane of multiple target facets, it might not be possible to find a potential partitioning plane P* which is a feasible partitioning plane for all of these target facets because such a solution may simply not exist in the vicinity of plane P. Therefore, rather than finding a potential plane in the vicinity of a near-miss partitioning plane that solve the accessibility problems of all the related target facets, a more realistic strategy is to seek for a solution that satisfies the conditions for the maximum number of related target facets. Seeking for such a solution can be cast as a optimization problem described below.
Consider an initially generated partitioning plane P, which is a near-miss partitioning plane for a set M P of target facets. For each target facet f in set M P , plane P indicates a blocking set BM f,P of f such that there may exist an additional partitioning plane P* in the vicinity of P that separates f and BM f,P and thereby solves the accessibility problem of f. Let BM P be the union of such blocking sets of all target facets in M P .
Let us suppose P is also a feasible partitioning plane for another set F P of target facets. For each target facet f in set F P , plane P separates it from at least one of its blocking sets. Let BF f,P be the one such blocking set that has the greatest distance from plane P, where the distance between a set of facets and a plane is defined as the distance between the plane and the closest vertex to it on the facets. Let BF P be the union of such blocking sets of all target facets in F P .
When (M P ∪ F P ) is not a subset of F P0 , the set of target facets for which another plane P 0 is a feasible partitioning plane while P 0 is already in the candidate partitioning plane set C, we hope to find a partitioning plane P* in the vicinity of P such that P* solves the accessibility problem of the maximum number of target facets in set (M P ∪ F P ).
Let P 1 and P 2 be the two planes next to P in the array of parallel planes, while P is between P 1 and P 2 . Let us consider the zone between P 1 and P 2 , denoted by Z P . All facets in the set (M P ∪ BM P ∪ F P ∪ BF P ) fall into the following three categories with respect to the zone Z P : (1) facets that are strictly above the zone, (2) facets that are strictly beneath the zone, and (3) facets that are either intersecting or inside the zone.
We hope to find a partitioning plane P* in the vicinity of P such that P* solves the accessibility problem of the maximum number of target facets in set (M P ∪ F P ). Because we only search for plane P* in the vicinity of P, the following conditions apply: all facets in category 1 should be kept above P*, and all facets in category 2 should be kept beneath P*. For facets in category 3, we need to further classify them into two sets. Let set F 1 include facets in category 3 that are either above or nearly above P. Let set F 2 include facets in category 3 that are either beneath or nearly beneath P. As for facets that are in the plane P and facets that are both nearly above and nearly beneath the plane P, they go to set F 1 if their blocking sets satisfy either the condition 2 or the condition 4 in Table 1 ; they go to set F 2 if their blocking sets satisfy either the condition 1 or the condition 3 in Table 1 . We try to keep most of the facets in F 1 above P* and most of the facets in F 2 beneath P* in the hope that partitioning along P* will solve the accessibility problem of more target facets than partitioning along P.
As shown in Figure 2 , plane P is a feasible partitioning plane for f 2 because partitioning along P separates f 2 and one of its blocking set BB 2 . Similarly P is also a feasible partitioning plane for f 3 and f 5 . Note that f 5 is in category 1 and facets in its blocking set B 5 B are in category 2. Meanwhile, plane P is also a near-miss partitioning plane for facet f 1 because f 1 is nearly beneath the plane while one of its blocking set BB 1 is above the plane. Similarly P is also a nearmiss partitioning plane facet f 4 . Note that f 4 is in category 3 and facets in its blocking set B 4 B are in category 1. In the case shown in the figure, both f 1 and facets in BB 1 are in category 3. For all facets in category 3, the further classification into F 1 and F 2 is also shown. We hope to find a feasible partitioning plane P* in the vicinity of P for the maximum number of target facets among f 1 ~ f 5 . We hope P* has the following property: all the related facets in category 1 are above P*; all the related facets in category 2 are beneath P*; most facets in F 1 are above P* are above P*; most facets in F 2 are beneath P*.
As described in Section 5.1, the classification of a facet with respect to a plane is dependent on the classification of its vertices (and the distance from these vertices to the plane in near-miss cases). Therefore, the problem of finding a solution that satisfies the conditions for the maximum number of related target facets can be formulated as an optimization problem with constraints on the classification of vertices of the related facets.
Let the equation of plane P* be Lx
) be a vertex that is beneath zone Z P . The following two conditions need to be strictly satisfied by the plane for all these vertices:
ti ) be a vertex within zone Z P , while it is a vertex of a target facet
Bi ) be a vertex within zone Z P , while it is a vertex of a facet in the blocking set of a target facet t i and t i is in F 2 . We hope that the following two conditions are satisfied by the plane for most of these target facets: Bj ) be a vertex within zone Z P , while it is a vertex of a facet in the blocking set of a target facet t j and t j is in F 1 We hope that the following two conditions are satisfied by the plane for most of these target facets: In summary, we need an algorithm that finds a plane P* that strictly satisfies the above conditions (1) and (2), and satisfies conditions (3) (4) and conditions (5) (6) for the maximum possible total number of target facets category 3. The procedure of this algorithm (LOCATE-ADDITIONAL-PLANE) is described below. It takes the near-miss plane P as input, and outputs an additional plane P*.
Algorithm LOCATE-ADDITIONAL-PLANE (P) 1) Construct zone Z P .
2) Classify related facets into the three categories with respect to Z P , and further classify facets in category 3 into sets F 1 and F 2 .
3) For every combination of three vertices from facets in (F 1 ∪ F 2 ), do the following a. Construct a plane P' from these vertices.
b. If plane P' satisfies conditions (1) and (2) for every related facet in category 1 and category 2, then count the total number of facets for which plane P' satisfies conditions (3) (4) and conditions (5) (6), and record this number as S.
4) Return plane P* as the one that has been constructed from the combination of vertices with the maximum S value.
The above algorithm runs in O(n 3 ) time, where n is the total number of facets in (F 1 ∪ F 2 ).
Noticing that the plane P* found by the above algorithm always passes through three vertices of related facets in (F 1 ∪ F 2 ), the following will show that it is the optimal solution among all planes in the vicinity of plane P (i.e., all planes that strictly satisfy conditions (1) and (2)). Suppose there exists an optimal plane P 1 in the vicinity of plane P, while P 1 does not pass through any vertices of the facets. By slightly varying the parameters of the equation of P 1 while maintaining the classification of all the facets, one can move plane P 1 such that P 1 touches one vertex. Because a plane is not fully determined by one single point, one can continue varying the parameters of P 1 while maintaining the classification until it touches one more vertex. Because a plane is not fully determined by two points either, one can continue varying the parameters of P 1 while maintaining the classification until it touches a third vertex. Since the classification of the facets has not been changed, we know P 1 is still an optimal solution after the motions. Now since the optimal solution P 1 touches three vertices of the facets, Algorithm LOCATE-ADDITIONAL-PLANE will either find it, or find another plane P* that is equivalently as good as P 1 .
The tolerance value ε for the identification of a near-miss partitioning plane P is set equal to the distance between two parallel initial candidate-partitioning planes next to each other.
Adaptive Scheme to Expedite Computation
Last section has shown an algorithm for locating an additional candidate-partitioning plane in the vicinity of a nearmiss partitioning plane. However, when the number of the related facets in category 3 is large, the algorithm becomes computationally expensive, though it still runs in polynomial time. One possible way to reduce the running time is to constrain the number of facets in category 3. This could be done by adopting a very small tolerance value ε during generation of initial candidate-partitioning planes (described in Section 4). But a small tolerance value would result in too many initial candidate-partitioning planes, which offsets the benefit of fewer facets in the category 3 by the increased number of calls of Algorithm LOCATE-ADDITIONAL-PLANE.
An adaptive scheme described below is a method that takes advantage of both coarse resolution and fine resolution when generating the initial candidate partitioning planes. Initially, we start generating the initial candidate partitioning planes with a coarse resolution, which corresponds to a large ε value. When a near-miss partitioning plane P is found during the evaluation of these initial planes, the number W of facets that fall into the category 3 with respect to the zone Z P of plane P is counted. If W is small enough, Algorithm LOCATE-ADDITIONAL-PLANE is launched to find the potential additional candidate-partitioning plane P*. If W is large, then zone Z P is recursively refined into multiple thinner zones by generating more planes (by changing Δr, Δα, and Δβ) within it until the zone is thin enough for a fast computation.
IDENTIFYING NEAR-OPTIMAL PARTITIONING PLANE SET
The method described in Section 5 and Section 6 generates a set of candidate partitioning planes, partitioning along each of which would solve the accessibility problem for some facets. Now the task is to find a subset U of this set of candidate partitioning planes such that the accessibility problems of all facets on the gross mold shape can be solved by partitioning along planes in U only. It is also desirable that the cardinality of this subset U is minimized.
The above statement of the task suggests that this is a set-covering problem [Corm90] . As one of the well-known NP-complete problems, no algorithm has been found that is able to find the exact optimum solution to an arbitrary set-covering problem within polynomial time. Simple polynomial approximation algorithms [Corm90] do not work too well due to their relatively high ratio bound of performance. If the number of cuts is very low in the exact optimal solution, for instance no more than 5 out of hundreds of candidate partitioning planes after pre-filtering (see Section 7), the simple approximation algorithms may yield a solution with a much higher number of cuts. Since in manufacturing, a designed object that requires a partition of more than 10 cuts on its mold can be considered too complex a design to be manufactured and therefore should be avoided, the simple approximation algorithms may be misleading and tend to cause the rejection of many valid designs.
Algorithm DETERMINE-CUTS described in this section would be a better alternative approach. It uses a user-specified time-bound to find a reasonable solution in the given time. This algorithm has the following properties: given a reasonable length of allowed running time, it guarantees to find the exact optimal solution if the number of partitioning planes in it is relative low (1 to 3), while it finds a good quality solution if the magnitude of the exact optimal solution is beyond a certain limit. This reduces the chances of rejecting valid designs.
Algorithm DETERMINE-CUTS takes G, the set of candidate partitioning planes, and N as input, where N is the number of cuts up to which an exact optimal solution is desired. It consists of the following steps:
1) Find a feasible solution using the following greedy scheme. Pick plane from G one by one until the selected set of planes solve the problem for all facets. At each step pick a plane that solves the accessibility problems for the maximum number of remaining inaccessible facets. Consider this solution as the current_best solution.
2) Use a breadth-first search to find a solution of cardinality N or below. If feasible solutions of cardinality N or below are found, then return up to z of them, where z is a user-specified number. They are the optimal solutions. The user can choose one from the z alternative solutions that is the best with respect to other engineering criteria.
3) If breadth-first search fails to find a solution of cardinality N or below, use depth-first branch-and-bound search to improve the solution found in Step 1 in the remaining available time. When the time expires return the current-best solution.
The user-defined time bound is a global variable. When the time is exceeded, the algorithm is terminated and the current_best solution is returned.
The only case that this algorithm would fail is when all candidate-partitioning planes have been included in the solution yet still some facets remain inaccessible. However, this case can be detected as a preprocessing step and therefore should not arise during running of the algorithm.
The greedy scheme adopted as the first step of Algorithm DETERMINE-CUTS runs in polynomial time. With a given constant N, breadth-first search runs in O(L N ) in the worst case, where L is the number of candidate partitioning planes. The running time of general depth-first search grows exponentially. However, since the length of allowed running time is imposed by the user for the above described algorithm, the depth-first search terminates when the time bound expires and therefore will not take exponential time.
Recall that if the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by a partitioning plane P 2 is a subset of the set of facets for which the accessibility problems can be solved by another partitioning plane P 1 , then P 2 is a redundant partitioning plane. As mentioned at the end of Section 3.3, a pre-filtering scheme is adopted prior to the set-covering algorithm DETERMINE-CUTS to prevent the redundant partitioning planes from being added into the candidate-partitioning plane set. Due to computational efficiency concerns from both space and time perspective, the pre-filtering is conducted as an inner step within the loop of generating initial candidate partitioning planes.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES
Given the CAD model of part to be molded, we perform the following steps to design the mold for it: 1) Generate the mold cavity by subtracting the part shape from a spherical shell that completely encloses it.
2) Run the accessibility-based partitioning approach on the mold cavity.
3) Reorient the mold cavity and generate the final mold assembly.
Note that the orientation of the final mold is determined after partitioning is finished. The advantage of this approach is that we can always generate a rectangular mold assembly according to the orientations of decomposition. It is preferable to have most of the partitioning planes perpendicular to outer faces of the mold.
Figure 3(a) shows an example part A. Figure 3(b) shows the gross mold of part A. Because the orientation of the final mold is still yet to be decided, at this stage we just generate the mold cavity by subtracting the part shape from the a spherical shell that completely encloses it. We run the accessibility-based partitioning approach on the mold cavity and find a solution that makes all faces become accessible after two partitions. Figure 3(c) shows the partitioned mold cavity. Because cut 1 has made all the faces on the component a accessible, any consequent cut (cut 2, in this case) does not need to partition a any more. Figure 3(d) shows the reoriented mold cavity. Figure 3(e) shows the final mold assembly for part A. Figure 4 through 6 show the generation of mold assemblies for four other example parts. Figure 7 shows three parts that have been produced using these molds.
CONCLUSIONS
Summary
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid approach to finding feasible partitioning planes for solving the accessibility problems on the gross mold shape. We first generate and evaluate a set of a finite number of partitioning planes using enumerative method. Then we improve the quality of the set by locating addition feasible partitioning planes in the vicinity of near-miss planes in the set through analytical method. Finally we determine the near-optimal set of partitioning planes using set-covering techniques. We have tested this approach on the automated mold design for several geometrically complex parts. 1 to 3-cut solutions were generated for the molds of these parts. In our computational experiment, generating approximately 1 million partitioning planes and evaluating them with respect to approximately 1000 facets takes around 4 minutes on a Pentium 3 machine with 512MB RAM. For the setcovering algorithm, with approximately 1000 irredundant partitioning planes and approximately 1000 facets, it takes less than 1 minute to find a 2-cut optimal solution and approximately 200 minutes to find a 3-cut optimal solution on a Pentium 3 machine with 512MB RAM. Using the algorithm described in this paper, three cut solutions can be find in less than four hours on a Pentium 3 machine with 512MB RAM. We expect that with higher memory and faster computers this time can be significantly reduced.
Anticipated Benefits
We apply the accessibility-driven partitioning algorithms to automated design of sacrificial multi-piece molds. There are a number of potential benefits of automating the design of multi-piece sacrificial molds. The principal benefits are enumerated below.
1. Mold design is a laborious process that requires significant time from the mold designer. This is aggravated in the case of multi-piece molds. We believe that automated mold design will significantly reduce the mold design time.
2. Automated design of multi-piece sacrificial molds allows us to manufacture parts that could not be produced earlier using two-piece molds. Thus it expands the design space for parts that can be produced using casting processes such as gelcasting of ceramic parts and polyurethane manufacturing.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
This work has the following limitations and therefore future work is needed to extend it in the following areas:
1) The current implementation may not find a candidate partitioning plane set that solves the accessibility problems of all facets before set-covering. To fix this problem, a minimum resolution of generating initial candidate partitioning planes may need to be explored based on the features on the given gross mold shape. Or, alternatively an easier fix would be to include the planes of the facets that are left inaccessible into the candidate partitioning plane set and evaluate them before set-covering.
2) Currently partitioning is only performed along planar surfaces. Curved partitioning surfaces may be enabled through the following possible extensions. Like planar surfaces, cylindrical surfaces can be defined by their mathematical equations such that the separability with respect to a cylindrical partitioning surface could be investigated analytically. Natural curved faces on the objects could be explored as additional candidate partitioning surfaces.
3) The problem of how to efficiently solve the set-covering problem has been addressed in literature. Some more efficient heuristics and computational techniques may need to be developed to quickly solve the set-covering problem of finding the minimum number of cuts with satisfactory performance ratio bounds.
4) Currently we measure the manufacturability by the number of cuts involved in the partitioning. A partitioning solution with less number of cuts is preferred. However, in many applications the manufacturability is more directly related to the number of components and the geometric complexity of these components. Future work may be done to extend this work by making the objective function dependent on the number of components weighted by the evaluation of the geometric complexity of components. 
